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Lift, a local non-profit after-school program, emphasizes academic achievement, whole person growth and
spiritual nurturing for second to fourth
grade Eastbrook Elementary students.
Through the program, students receive significantly more one-on-one
time than a classroom teacher can provide.They learn and develop a variety of
other skills through Lift’s various enrichment programs.
“I think it’s been really cool, just in
the two semesters that I’ve been involved, to see the improvement in the
kids,” said junior Danielle Straits, an intern for Lift. “It’s very evident that this
is a very beneficial program for them,
not only academically, but they are also
learning behavior management, which
they might not be taught that at home
much. Many of them come from single-parent homes or living with their
grandparents or aunts and uncles. So
they are coming from rough home
life situations.”
However, Lift understands that academic success alone is not enough to
build a life. Lift is designed to help students learn who God is and show them
how they can have a relationship with
God through Jesus.
For Straits, organizations she has
been a part of have either been all ministry or all academic.
“I feel like (Lift) has a really good bal
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Junior Alaina Gegner spends time with children in the Lift program.

is one of her passions. Biehl and her
co-founder, Lisa Sells, launched Lift in
September 2014 with 14 second graders. Lift is in its fourth year now with
36 students.
A typical Lift day starts with snack
time, where students are taught to ask
for more and clean up after themselves.
They then go to a time of indoor recess,
where volunteers are integrated and
play with the kids.
The students are then separated by
grade, where they read with volunteers
and participate in brain-stimulating activities. Then, the whole group gathers
together for worship, where students
are taught different topics from the Bible, such as creation. After this, stu-

different stages of life.
Sophomore Caroline Kemper said
she joined the program because being able to help students educationally with their reading, as well as helping
students build relationships and showing them love is really meaningful.
According to Biehl, all of the third
graders passed the iRead last year, a
test students have to pass in order to go
on to fourth grade or else take summer
school. This shows a significant change
and improvement from previous years.
Program coordinator Sarah McLeester (’15) said Taylor students should
get involved in the community. She
thinks that it is easy for Taylor students
to get caught up in what is happening
on campus, and
one way to break
the “Taylor bubble” would be to
volunteer somewhere. “I think
Lift is unique for
Taylor students
to be involved in,
because it’s not
Taylor run but
community run,”
said McLeester.
“When students
come and volunteer, they are getting experience
and connection
with other volPhotograph by Ellie Bookmyer
unteers who are
Freshman Alecia Snyder reads with a child to promote literacy as part of the Lift program.
middle schoolers,
ance,” Straits said. “It is a whole per- dents break up into grades for team high schoolers and retired professors
son organization, so they don’t only building games like capture the flag.
and community members. It’s a realtarget academic things, but also spirOne of the most positive changes ly broad spectrum of volunteer ages at
itual things, which is really something Biehl saw is the aspect of relationship different stages of life.”
I really love.”
building, where teachers are able to
Lift meets every Monday, Tuesday
Director of Lift Dianne Biehl said she build relationships with the families. and Thursday and is looking for volknew there were a lot of needs in the Students are also able to build relation- unteers who are engaged, have a heart
community for children, and literacy ships with caring volunteers who are at and passion for this program and want

to be involved in the community. Lift
also offers internship opportunities.
Students who wish to sign up can email
McLeester at smcleester@att.net or visit the website LiftEastbrook.com for
more information.

“It’s very evident that this is
a very beneficial program for
them, not only academically, but they are also learning
behavior management, which
they might not be taught that
at home much. Many of them
come from single-parent homes
or living with their grandparents or aunts and uncles.
So they are coming from
rough home life situations.”
– Danielle Straits

“I think Lift is unique for Taylor students to be involved in, because it’s not
Taylor run but community run,” said McLeester. “When students come and volunteer, they are getting experience and
connection with other volunteers who
are middle-schoolers, high schoolers
and retired professors and community
members. It’s a really broad spectrum of
volunteer ages at different stages of life.”
Lift meets every Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday and is looking for volunteers
who are super engaged, with a heart and
passion for this program and want to be
involved in the community. Lift also offers internship opportunities. Students
who wish to sign up can email McLeester
at smcleester@att.net or visit www.
lifteastbrook.com for more information.
echo@taylor.edu

Upland receives road grant from state
Town awarded
$286,897.50 grant
though INDOT
Chrysa Keenon
News Co-Editor

Last Friday, Upland was awarded
the Community Crossings Grant of
$286,897.50 from the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT)
to be used toward road funding.
Described by the INDOT website,
“Community Crossings is a partnership between INDOT and Hoosier communities, both urban and
rural, to invest in infrastructure
projects that catalyze economic development, create jobs and strengthen local transportation networks.”
According to Town Manager Jonathan Perez, receiving the grant
will help achieve the town’s goal of
funding multiple projects for road
improvement. This helps the town
move forward with the fulfillment
of The Master Plan, a list of construction and town improvements

Photograph provided by Town of Upland

An INDOT representative presents Upland with a certificate award for the
Community Crossings grant. Pictured (L to R): Councilman Ron Sutherland, INDOT
representative Toni Mayo, Town Manager Jonathan Perez, Clerk Jane Rockwell,
Street Superintendent Derik Dollar and Council President John Bonham.

implemented by Upland in 2015.
In order to be eligible for the grant,
a Pavement Assessment Plan was
required, which Upland had not
previously maintained. The town
was allowed to create a Pavement

Assessment Plan and apply for the
grant simultaneously.
Perez said he started working on
the grant as soon as he took office
in May. He held knowledge of how to
apply for the grant from his previous

government work and focused his
first month and a half assisting the
town in the process.
“(The grant is) focused on local
roads,” Perez said. “It’ll be the roads
that arguably are the worst ones in
town that we submitted to go after
funding for.”
Perez predicts the construction
will be outsourced and it will not
create any jobs in the community.
The road improvements are expected to be completed by next summer.
Upland Council President John
Bonham thanked INDOT for allowing
the simultaneous action to be done.
In the press release issued by the
town, Bonham noted that the grant
could not be completed without the
work of Perez, town employees and
TRIAD & Associates. Yet receiving
this grant will not slow down the
effort of Upland improvements.
“We took a breath; the same day
we received the award we were in
meetings for additional grants,”
said Perez. “We’re not resting; we’re
sticking to it and getting ready for
the next one.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“It gave me a glimpse into the world of postundergraduate academia and has given me much to think
about as to the direction of my career and future pursuits,”
senior Spanish Education major Meyer said.
The learning curve
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Townies and Trojan series
Talk of town
improvement
from Taylor officials
Gabby Carlson
News Co-Editor

Taylor University sits neatly on a piece
of land that once was just part of a
small town called Upland. The town
is still active and buzzing with nonprofits, town hall meetings and upand-coming businesses. But none
of this would be known if one never
leaves campus.
Special Assistant to the President
Ron Sutherland is also a town council
member, the president of the Upland
Area Greenways and an advocate for
growth in the community.

“The number one problem of a
town the size of Upland is, until the
population starts to grow, there’s
a fixed set of resources available,”
Sutherland said.
Sutherland dreams of a town with
several businesses that can benefit
both the town and the university by
a sort of trade.
“I think it was (Ivan Slain’s, founder of Ivanhoe’s,) grandfather, sold
bread to Taylor University for 35
years,” Sutherland said. “So, if
there’s a bakery in town, what if
Taylor got some of its baked goods
from there? What’s good for Taylor,
what’s good for the town and can
we partner together to make some
things happen?”

“We look at the downtown
district, and say, ‘If we could
help foster an environment
that would add some retail,
that would add some food
options,’” Sutherland said.
“In some ways, it’s, ‘can
we paint the front door?’”
– Ron Sutherland

Photograph by Ruth Flores-Orellana

Senior Director of Parent and Community
Relations Joyce Wood has been a member
of Upland’s community since she moved
here when she was four years old.

This would provide an opportunity for economic growth for Taylor
and Upland. But this doesn’t come
without risk. Sutherland understands that in order for someone to
take that risk, they may need a partner to take some of it off themselves.
President Lowell Haines and
Sutherland took a two-day road

trip earlier this year to compare
up-and-coming small towns to
see what could work in Upland.
They went to places such as Ada,
Mich., Charlevoix, Mich. and Winona Lake, Ind. and met with mayors and town managers to ask how
they created turnaround.
When they returned to Upland,
they met with the town manager
and council and proposed ideas of
what they had learned to best benefit Upland in upcoming years.
“We look at the downtown district,
and say, ‘If we could help foster an environment that would add some retail,
that would add some food options,’”
Sutherland said. “In some ways, it’s,
‘can we paint the front door?’”
Businesses such as Ivanhoe’s, The
Bridge and Joe on the Go are places
Upland residents take pride in. But
these won’t be able to thrive if business is lacking.
Senior Director of Parent and
Community Relations Joyce Wood
encourages students to be a voice
in the local community. Whether
that is being part of the local Lions Club, attending town council
meetings or participating and volunteering in the local farmer’s market, when the town thrives, Taylor
does as well.
The Upland Area Greenways Association is committed to improving the quality of life in the Upland
area through the creation and improvement of multi-use trail systems, according to their website. With
Sutherland as president, they have
several projects in the works and ideas
in the making, providing volunteer
opportunities for Taylor students.

Taylor
CAREs

Photograph by Ruth Flores-Orellana

(L to R) Upland Council President John Bonham, Town Manager Jonathan
Perez and Special Assistant to the President Ron Sutherland are all
leading members of Upland town decisions and improvements.

According to Sutherland, there is a
gap in the trail from Jonesboro, Ind.
to Gaston, Ind. This trail would give
students an opportunity to be active
in not only Upland’s community, but
the surrounding communities as well.
Taylor University assisted the town
of Upland in applying for a $200,000
grant, and, if the town receives it, Upland will continue forward with the
Greenway project.
When the project is complete, the
trail will connect six colleges. This
presents the opportunity for these
schools to unite for annual rides or
races. The colleges are Taylor, Indiana Wesleyan University, Ball State
University, Ivy Tech, Indiana University-East and Earlham College.
When it comes to community involvement, the possibilities are endless. Whether that’s volunteering at
an after-school program such as Lift,
choosing to grab coffee at Joe on the
Go, volunteering at a nonprofit like
Helping Hand or choosing to buy

groceries at the local DollarSmart,
every contribution gives back.

“Upland becomes your home
away from home, and I think
it’s really important to give
back to a place (where) you
are going to spend four years
of your life,” Wood said.
– Joyce Wood

“Upland becomes your home away
from home, and I think it’s really
important to give back to a place
(where) you are going to spend four
years of your life,” Wood said. “It’s
probably way different than where a
lot of students grew up, but it’s important to be an active part of the
community and get to know people
and programs.”
echo@taylor.edu

Study about adult
learning to be published
Aubree DeVisser
Contributor

Emily Rachelle Russell
Staff Writer

Photograph provided by Pexels

Taylor will be hosting the CARE Conference for the second time this October.

envision themselves in certain roles.
. . . Talking about refugees, or trauma, or adoption and working with
vulnerable children worldwide, our
students are really passionate about
that and really want to envision how
they can be a part of helping serve
those in need.”
Taylor hosted a similar conference
in 2015. Moeschberger hopes to continue the event every few years in the
future. The goal is to bring in speakers organized around one central
theme to promote conversation and
provide support and opportunities to
students interested in and passionate about working with orphans and
vulnerable children.
Bob Aronson, director and associate professor of the public health
program, brings a prevention perspective to the conference. According to the Adverse Childhood
Experiences Study, children who experience trauma, such as the loss of
a parent, abuse or witnessing a person’s injury or death, have lower life
expectancy and a higher risk of behavioral problems.

“It's too hard, letting these kids
grow up in these situations and then
trying to correct it,” Aronson said.
“There are systems and structures
within society that produce these
problems. We just want to feel good
caring for the problems once they
show up, but we don't want to challenge the structures of society that
produce problems. When people talk
about social justice, it's not about doing nice things for poor people. It's
about fixing the things in society that
produce inequities.”
McCourt pointed out that the conference is for students from all majors. While a student with a degree in
chemistry might not see an immediate connection to working with vulnerable children, this conference can
spark conversations teaching students to use their passions in caring
for communities and children.
Registration for the CARE Conference is available online on EventBrite
and free to Taylor students and faculty. Registration will stay open
through the day of the event.
echo@taylor.edu

Need weekend plans? Upcoming local events
9/30 – 11 a.m.–2 p.m.

9/30 – 2:30–4 p.m.

9/30 – 4–7 p.m.

Cookies for a Cause

Docent’s Choice Tour:
Geology

Harvest Party

Knights of Columbus
Muncie, Ind.
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The learning curve

Upcoming Orphans
and Vulnerable
Children conference

On Friday, Oct. 27, Taylor will host
the CARE Conference, a one-day
event with speakers, workshops
and organizational exhibits focused
on vulnerable children and viable communities.
According to Graduate Assistant
Paige McCourt, the conference will
begin with keynote speaker Beth Guckenberger of Back2Back Ministries in
chapel. Three breakout sessions with
a break for lunch will follow, covering
topics including adoption, refugees and
immigration, child trafficking, trauma-informed care and youth development. The day will end with a closing
keynote speaker at 3:30–4:45 p.m.
One goal of the conference is to expose students to people doing work
with orphans and vulnerable children
in the real world, according to McCourt. The variety of speakers and topics will promote a holistic approach
to caring for “the other” and help students determine where their vocations
would best fit into working with vulnerable children. McCourt also hopes
the conference will bring the focus on
orphans, adoption and foster care.
“It gives (students) a sense of calling and a sense of vocation,” said
associate professor of psychology Scott Moeschberger. “They can
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David Owsley
Museum of Art
Muncie, Ind.

The Alliance Gardens
Marion, Ind.

Earlier this month, professor of modern languages A. Chin Chang and his
research team traveled to Austin, Texas where they presented a research
paper at the conference of the Texas
Linguistic Society. Being the only undergraduate team there, Chang was
extremely proud when the paper was
chosen to be published as part of a volume of other published papers.
The team, including Greta Kiers,
senior Anna Meyer and juniors Han
Chang and Won Chang researched
the idea of vocabulary learning for
a year and a half before A. Chin
Chang received a grant to attend
this conference.
“As children, we learn very naturally, which is different from the way we
learn vocabulary as adults,” Kiers said.
“We’re comparing and seeing what
methods of teaching and learning are
most effective for adults.”
Using Taylor students as guinea pigs,
the team was able to conclude that
adults learn vocabulary differently
from children and proceeded to bring
this data to the conference.
Kiers admits the team was nervous
to present, as they were competing
against people looking to get their
doctorates and others who already
had theirs. Previously, the team was
rejected by other publishers, so they
were unsure of the conference’s outcome. However, according to Kiers,
the audience was receptive and open
to their research.
“The experience was invaluable. It
gave me a glimpse into the world of
post-undergraduate academia and has
given me much to think about as to the
direction of my career and future pursuits,” senior Spanish education major
Meyer said.
Both A. Chin Chang and Kiers explained that these research opportunities should be encouraged and

Photograph provided by A. Chin Chang

(L to R) Juniors Won and Han Chang,
senior Anna Meyer, Greta Kiers and A.
Chin Chang attend the Texas Linguistics
Society conference and represented Taylor.

offered more at Taylor. The students
involved were able to acquire real-life
experience and showcase their hard
work. A. Chin Chang said it is something Taylor should work on as a higher education institution.
Kiers shared the team couldn’t have
done it without the help of Taylor faculty. Professor of sociology Steve Bird
helped to compile and interpret data.
Research Librarian Lana Wilson assisted the team in beginning the
project and Director of the Office of
Sponsored Programs Sue Gavin supported them by pulling the presentation all together and putting the fine
details in place.
According to A. Chin Chang, this is
something new for the department.
He intends to continue to offer these
opportunities and has already applied
for another grant. Chang also plans to
hire three students to be involved in
this research experience next year, if
Taylor supports it.
The University of Austin will be
publishing the research paper in December on their website as well as in
their newspaper.
echo@taylor.edu
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“A person doesn’t overcome social anxiety
overnight — it’s a process. Being involved
has contributed to him taking steps
toward boldness.”
Steps toward boldness
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New paws on the block: (wo)man's best friend
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Freshman Chelsea Carter poses with her service dog, Bronx.

Who’s the girl
with the service dog?
Halie Owens

Staff Photographer

Interests of many have been piqued
after seeing the new Taylor freshman with the service dog. Her
name is Chelsea Carter and her service dInterests of many have been
piqued after seeing the new Taylor
freshman with the service dog. Her
name is Chelsea Carter, and her service dog, Bronx, is a medical alert
dog. While many may be used to

seeing service dogs aid the blind
and disabled, Carter suffers from
invisible illness: chronic migraines
and panic disorder.
“His job is to let me know before
my symptoms kick in,” Carter said.
Bronx was trained to detect stress
hormones and physical cues so he
can warn Carter to remove herself
from a stressful environment.
Still , Bronx i s not p er fect.
Though he has done an exceptional job recently, he has learned a
lot over the past several months.
Bronx was adopted from the Indianapolis Animal Care and Control
Services Center last November,

and Carter trained him herself
since February.
“Within the past two weeks, he
has made my life easier,” Carter
said. “He’s functioning like an actual service dog. I thought he was
dumber than a box of rocks for a
long time, but I knew he would get
it eventually.”
“I’m very proud of him,” Carter
said. “As far as the panic, I still experience episodes, (but) it’s relieving
to know I don’t have to go through
it alone.”
Carter’s story is not the average one; in a typical scenario, one
would wait at least two years to be

matched with a service dog, or pay
$20,000-$30,000 out of pocket. Carter didn’t want to wait two years to
be matched to a dog and didn’t have
the money.
Bronx was not her first service
dog. Medical Mutts, a company
in Indianapolis, trained Carter to
train a female German shepherd
named Cena. Unfortunately, Cena
was attacked and gained behavioral
issues that led her to be ineffective
at her job. Carter tried rehabilitating her for 10 months but eventually a dog trainer recommended she
get another dog.
It takes two full years to train a
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service dog. Carter quotes the famous truism, “Patience is a virtue.”
Three components are crucial in the
education of a service dog. Primarily, obedience is the basic foundation. After this stage, public access
training confirms that the dog can
be obedient in outside environments. Finally, task training teaches the dog how to tend to its owner’s
individual needs.
Though her circumstances are
unique, Carter is a regular person
who welcomes conversation, but
asks that people do not ask offensive questions such as, “What’s
wrong with you?” Talk to her; don’t
stare at her or at Bronx. It is okay to
look; just don’t interact with him,
comment on him or talk to him.
This distracts him from his job,
which is Carter.
“It is very important that, since
his job is me, that he isn’t distracted,” Carter said. “When people pet
him, whistle at him, etc., this distracts him from me.”
Though he is not allowed to
be pet, get to know Bronx on social media by going to Instagram.
Search @RescuedRemedyRottie
for more info about Bronx and service dogs.
echo@taylor.edu
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Before, Rice would get coaching
from his friends on how to approach
social situations. Now he is learning that basic everyday interactions
don’t determine the rest of your life.
"There’s no rule book, so stop asking other people how to do things,"
Rice said.

Photograph provided by Ethan Rice

Sophomore Ethan Rice knows the difficulty of social interactions, but that doesn’t stop him from being bold.

This film major
strives to overcome
social awkwardness
Abby Gonzalez
Contributor

Meet sophomore Ethan Rice.
Rice describes himself as “a person who likes being around people but doesn’t know exactly how
to do that.” This started in high
school, when Rice claims he started caring about his social life. He

is a perfectionist and a worrier,
which caused him to be socially
inactive growing up. Though Rice
likes to be around others, whether playing card games or watching movies with friends, he is still
working on how to show it.
A person doesn’t overcome social
anxiety overnight — it’s a process.
Being involved has contributed to
him taking steps toward boldness.
Leadership positions like camp
counselor and participation in the
theatre helped Rice as well.
Although Rice admits it would

have been easy for him to revert to
his reclusive ways after starting college, the Taylor University culture
would not allow him to hide. Now
Rice is an active member and advocate of Penthouse, a floor of Samuel
Morris Hall with about 70 guys.
“Because it’s a cool place with
cool people and traditions,” Rice
said, referring to his passion for
Penthouse. “I want to help change
its reputation.” Rice recognizes that
the way he represents his floor is
a way he wishes he represented himself.

Rice distinctly remembers feeling like he was overcoming his social awkwardness when he went to
a film camp senior year and when
he stepped out of his comfort zone
by attending Taylor University,
where he didn't know anyone. Rice
learned that a big part of bonding
is just being present. Whether you
share the same passion for film or
you have nothing in common and
just happen to attend the same university in Upland, be present where
you are.
The greatest advice Rice shares
with those who face similar social
challenges is to stop overthinking,
because there is no perfect conversation. That advice is relevant to
all of us — extroverts and introverts alike.
echo@taylor.edu
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Markets & mochas

Local cafe hosts
Autumn Market

Hannah Stumpf

Life & Times Co-Editor

On Oct. 7 at 9 a.m., the second Autumn Market will take place at
The Bridge Cafe in downtown Upland. Jamie Hughes (’13) has been
in charge of the market since The
Bridge’s beginning, with the exception of last year, when Hughes was
on maternity leave. This year, The
Bridge expects a large turnout with
16 vendors in total.
While it may merely look like a fun
event, the mission of the market and
The Bridge has always been deeper.
“We love markets!” said Hughes.
“Cathy (Kerton-Johnson) has inspired me with her knowledge and
experience with European style
markets and so that's what got me
excited to plan this for this year! We
will also be doing a winter market
as well. My hope is that we can have
a market each season. With activities that match.This event helps
to showcase The Bridge's mission
to connect the community to local artisans."
Djecky Adams has only been employed at The Bridge for a month.

Even the short time Adams has been
employed has made him feel like a
member of The Bridge’s family.
“The Bridge is really about creating a space where people can gather together to create meaningful and
lasting interactions with one another,” Adams said. “And I hope during
the autumn market, to see this on a
larger capacity.”
This year, The Bridge is holding
their vendors to a higher standard.
Market organizers desired a variety
of local artisans, but had to overcome the challenge of limited parking
space. Mainly, they wanted to provide a “one-stop shop” for high-quality work that can sometimes be hard
to come by.
Vendors include Junior Print and
the 26 N Boutique, which is housed in
a vintage airstream trailer. Of course,
it would not be The Bridge without
ceramics and fresh flowers.
Fall is the perfect time to try new
food. The Bridge will be offering its
regular menu inside with the addition
of its fall drinks menu. Have an allergy? The Bridge has gluten-free, vegan and allergy-friendly options. The
artisan on shift will accommodate
any substitutions or subtractions to
a recipe necessary to enjoying all The
Bridge has to offer.

The Autumn Market can be enjoyed from The Bridge's new patio.

Senior Carly Seitz is looking forward to the classic menu along with
seasonal drinks.
For Adams, what sets The Bridge
apart is the South African pizza, but
that is not the only thing that makes
The Bridge unique.
“But, I think, that's because the Autumn Market is so diverse,” Adams

What goes around, comes around
The sophomore girls
team stick together for
another Taylathon

The significance behind
the Mooncake Festival
Staff Writer

Contributor
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The sophomore women's Taylathon team strikes a strong pose despite a difficult loss.

still, she is excited to compete. Gonzalez is also optimistic to be a part of
the team.
“The girls that are on the team
are pretty experienced compared
to me, but they’re very encouraging
and willing to help and instruct,”
Gonzalez said. “I’ll give it my all and
I’m excited to see the whole thing
come together.”
The strategy the sophomores have
for this weekend’s race will include
consistent rotations of the riders and
earlier transitions in the dead-man
zone. This dead-man zone is the only
space where transitioning between
riders is allowed. Transitions must be

completed, with feet off the ground,
before the new rider crosses over the
last line of sidewalk in the zone.
With their eyes on the prize tomorrow, the sophomores are glancing
even further ahead with determination to race united every year until
they graduate. Helms remembers how
she felt as a freshman, in awe of upperclassmen determination.
“What really inspired me last year
was seeing all the seniors and seeing
that they had done it for four years
and thinking, ‘I could do this for four
years?’” Helms said. “That would
be amazing.’”
echo@taylor.edu

When: Saturday,
Sept. 30 (women’s
race at 10 a.m.,
men’s race at 11 a.m.

Where: The
lawn between Reade
and Euler

Taylath
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all goes accordingly, there will also be
live music.
Vendors interested in showcasing their work or artists wishing to play live music for a future
event, contact thebridgeuplandevents gmail.com for future market opportunities.
echo@taylor.edu

United under the same moon
Chin Yi Oh

Carly Wheeler
The brakes are tightened, the chains
are aligned and for sophomores Jessica Dundas, Amanda Fleischmann,
Analiese Helms and Lindi Moore,
memories of last year’s Taylathon
competition fuel their desire for an
epic comeback. These four sophomores are returning to the Taylathon
track for round two, having also participated together in last year’s bicycle race.
A case of miscounted laps caused
the four of them to finish in last place
during their freshmen year, which
would seem to bring spirits down, but
these women are not discouraged.
Helms knew, even on race day last
year, she wanted the team to make
a comeback.
“For me, Taylathon last year was the
first extracurricular event that I had
done, so it was cool to meet new people,” Helms said. “The experience was
great. Training? I loved it. And race
day was good . . . but now we want
redemption from last year.”
The bond formed between the team
members last year only strengthened the desire to race again, even
after such a tough loss. It is hard to
imagine these sophomores were
complete strangers prior to the competition. Following the race, however, their companionship grew over
the course of the year. No doubt this
helped strengthen their decision to
once again participate in the event
that helped form the sisterhood.
Fleischmann enjoyed recalling the
first practice where they all met, and
how unique their friendship is as
a result.
“We all got to know each other
really well, and we became friends
that lasted through the entire year,”
Fleischmann said. “So, coming back
and doing (Taylathon) felt very natural . . . we’re just going to come back
stronger.”
Very optimistic for this year’s race,
Fleischmann noted how their experience will give them an edge in the
competition. “We already noticed–
with four of us returning–that transitions and practicing for the first
time after not doing it for a year
are running very smoothly,” Fleischmann said. “So now it’s basically
about building endurance again for
this year.”
Joining the sophomore girls’ team
for their first Taylathon race are Abby
Gonzalez, Kaylee Williams and Andi
Kempf. Kempf confessed she was
unaware of what Taylathon was until attending the first practice. But

said. “It's not just one thing for every
body. It's many things; many vendors,
many different kinds of art. You just
have to find what moves you. That
will be your favorite.”
Parents and Family Weekend also
falls on Oct. 7. The Bridge is planning
on face painting and apple bobbing
for kids to make it a family event. If

Photograph by Riley Hochstetler

For most students, Thanksgiving is
the time where students travel home
to gather with family and eat turkey. For the Chinese students, the
Mooncake Festival is a time of family
reunions and eating mooncakes; however, traveling home for this festival is
typically not an option.
The festival, also known as the
Mid-Autumn Festival, is celebrated every year either in the month
of September or October, after the
harvest season. It is believed that on
this day, the moon is at its roundest
and brightest.
“In Chinese culture, many poems
use the moon as a symbol of homesickness,” said senior Nixi Zhu. “The
first thing that comes to mind when I
think of this festival is my family, and
it’s pretty cool that they are watching
the same moon as I am.”
To the Chinese, when they are separated from family, they would look
at the moon to remind themselves
that, even though they are apart in
distance, they are united in heart.
The mooncake holds great significance for this festival, as it symbolizes
family reunion. For the Chinese, anything that is round in shape means
perfection, reunion, oneness and
fullness. When eating, the mooncake is cut proportionally into pieces that equal the number of people
in the family.
The design on the mooncake tells a
story on its own. Each mooncake has
printings etched on it ranging from
words of blessings to patterns that
tell a story.
This is why this festival is
important.
“It is a part of my culture that has
been around for a long time, more
than 3,000 years,” junior Shuyi He
said. “It is a tradition that makes us
who we are today and it is important
to keep traditions.”
Freshman Laurence Li says the
hardest part during this festival is not
being able to be with family, to eat authentic mooncakes and admire the
moon in his homeland, China.
Charlie Brainer, dean of international programs and Asian initiative,
lived in China for 15 years. For Brainer,
the Mooncake festival holds a special
place in his heart.
“In a lot of ways, for me, when I look
at trying to understand Mid-Autumn
Festival, the closest American holiday we celebrate that it reminds me
of, is Thanksgiving,” Brainer said. “In
terms of it being a fall holiday, families gathered together for a special
meal with special food and mooncakes being a part of that, sort of like
we having pumpkin pie or turkey. A

warm family-centered holiday.”
Many other countries of Chinese
descent also celebrate this festival,
such as Japan, Malaysia, Vietnam
and Korea. However, customs vary
between countries, with some having dragon dances and beautiful
lanterns. In Japan, the Mid-Autumn
Festival is called “Tsukimi,” which
means “moon watching.”
Brainer said he wants to make
sure this festival is recognized, for
American students and faculty to
understand something about it and
to recognize and celebrate with foreign students.
“Just like if I was living in China and
somebody said ‘Oh, today is Thanksgiving, I know it’s a special holiday,’”
Brainer said. “Even though they don’t
know the depth of the meaning, it’s
still nice that they would say that and
remember that. Knowing that it must
mean something to me, to be away
from family and celebrating with
them. We want to at least acknowledge that ( for our students).”

Photograph provided by Yitian Yin

Mooncakes are a traditional Chinese treat.

This year, the Asian Society for Intercultural Awareness (ASIA) is hosting the festival in conjunction with
the ASIA party, called “The MoonLIT
Party.” This event will take place on
Sunday at 6:30 p.m. on the second
floor of Euler Atrium.
According to co-president sophomore Heewon Son, the event is open
to all Asian, Asian-American students
and anyone who is interested in Asia.
Events include a range of Asian food
from Indian to Japanese, followed by
a trip to the Euler roof to observe the
moon together.
echo@taylor.edu
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“What really inspired me last year was seeing
all the seniors and seeing that they had done
it for four years and thinking, ‘I could do this
for four years?’” Helms said. “That would
be amazing.”
What goes around, comes around
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Brecken’s B R E A K D O W N
Brecken Mumford
Staff Writer

Have you ever been so overwhelmed by
people, places, things, ideas — nouns
— that you feel stationary? You want
to say something, but all the words get
stuck in the back of your throat? You
go to move, to capture, to do something, but you’re left dumbfounded?
Yeah, me too, especially lately.

I’m not always great at expressing
myself verbally. For those of you who
know me, you may find that hard to
believe — I’m pretty out-there, and I
talk . . . a lot. But what I mean is, I’m
not always great at finding the words
to say and communicate exactly how
I’m feeling in a moment, how I feel
about people or how I feel about tensions in the air; or I’m too afraid to
say anything. And that’s something I
wish I was better at; it’s something I

need to be better at (which I’m working on).
And people are messy, relationships are messy, organizations are
messy — verbal communication
is messy. We have different backgrounds, different experiences, different opinions; we all have different
ways of vocalizing those things.
So, that means, sometimes verbal
communication may have, well,
miscommunications.
Even though verbal communication may fail or we’re held back
by fear, there’s this really cool thing
people use to express themselves:
their thoughts, emotions and
convictions. Art.
Art has been around for quite some
time, if you didn’t know. It takes different forms and mediums; it shows
people, life, cultures and ideas. And
whether it’s written, sculpted, painted, sketched or filmed, it has always
impacted culture or reflected it. I
think that’s pretty neat. Art has enduring qualities regardless of whether
people always like it or its message. It
evokes a reaction. It compels people
to feel something.
It creates a space for our thoughts
and feelings and convictions to
manifest into something tangible
where verbal communication may
fall short.
This summer I had the chance
to visit the Detroit Institute of Art
(DIA), and I saw some beautiful art.
One of the most prominent pieces
is a collection of 27 murals in an indoor courtyard painted by Mexican
artist Diego Rivera entitled “Detroit
Industry.” The murals depict scenes

from working life at the Ford River
Rouge Complex in Dearborn, Mich.,
modern technologies of the time,
raw working materials and contain
symbols and meanings I can’t even
cover in this column.
Rivera used this commission to not
only reflect Detroit during the Great
Depression, as well as his own personal convictions, but he also called
attention to things that could be and
have been. As I listened to the tour
guide, I was struck by the intensity,
care and controversy that surrounds
this piece. And the more I think about
it, the more I realize most art is like
that: as it should be.
And Taylor students have the opportunity to do that. For those of you
who don't know (which is probably
more than you think), Parnassus is
an on-campus literary and art journal. It's student-staffed, with Senior
Editor and senior Kaylen Dwyer and
Assistant Professor of English Aaron
Housholder as the faculty advisor.
Parnassus carefully processes student
submissions to craft a collection for
the student body.
As the journal has been preparing for the 56th issue, the team has
been discussing themes, ideas and
goals. Parnassus debates what the
journal, this collection of art to look
like, to feel like, to be. But, the group
always knew this: they want it to reflect the student body and where
Taylor students are at in this moment. They have been listening to
conversations, been taking notes,
been trying to pay attention to the
voices around them and what students say, because students are the
substance behind this journal. So,
here’s where you come in.
I know you all have something to
say. Whether it’s on religion, the human condition, love, politics, nature

or anything — you all have a unique
voice and thoughts you want to express. If you’ve done that through
poetry, prose or visual art of any
kind, the Parnassus team would
love to see you submit your pieces.
They want to see and share your art.
Parnassus has a carefully chosen theme that reflects the plethora of ideas surrounding us today.
Our theme is “The Space Between.”
The space between you and me;
the space between me and God;
the space between ________. Now,
your submissions don’t have to reflect this theme; Parnassus wants
what you’re proud of, what moves
you and what is important to you:
they want your art.
"I know you all have something
to say. Whether it’s on religion,
the human condition, love,
politics, nature or anything."

Making art has an element of
vulnerability about it; sharing art
involves even more vulnerability.
I understand that; Parnassus understands that. But here is an opportunity to share your voice with
campus about things you care about
and things you’ve seen and experienced. Parnassus wants to hear your
voice through your poetry, prose
and/or your visual art. Parnassus
is created by you and for you; your
voices matter.
Submissions for “Parnassus” 2018
open Oct. 1 and remain open until
Oct. 23 at 11:59 p.m. More information can be found at, and you can submit your pieces for consideration at,
parnassus2018.submittable.com. You
can also find Parnassus on Twitter
@ParnassusArtLit.
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s
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TOP
TWEETS
Kristen Miyakawa@ kristenmiy
Today my prof said George
Clooney's face proportions follow
the Fibonacci golden ratio. If that
isn't flourishing then idk what is.
#tayloru
Hali Carner@ HaliCarner1
My Costa Rican host mom is very
confused as to why I'm following
a week-long game of produce tag
#MandG2k17 #tayloru

@netherfieldmom
Me, in front of my old dorm, at Taylor University.
#3rdeast #tayloru #Taylormom #Tayloralumni

@taylortheatre
Tech Day 2! A little less than a week, and you can come
see this gorgeous show for yourself. #tayloru

JoHannah Lindsay@ jo_lindsay_
One high point of this heat is
that I haven't needed to set an
alarm the past couple mornings.
Shoutout to English h(ot box)all
#tayloru
Annika Nord@ annika_nord
Get you a boy that brings you
potato chips to Euler at 12:30 am
#tayloru
Alec Downing@ ALECgator13
“I love running from the fruits
week.” - @Shlynn_Cinnati
#tayloru
Tyler Kempton@ TylerKempton12
If I had a dollar for every time I
saw someone wearing a boot on
campus this fall I could pay next
semester's tuition #tayloru
Cat Allocco@ catallocco
I just watched someone put
orange juice in their cereal. What
has this world come to? #tayloru
Bella Purcell@ bella_purcell
Going to bed hoping there’s
bacon at the DC for breakfast
tomorrow... and also to-go cups
so I can sneak it out for my 9am
class #tayloru

@ajablog
Not a day goes by that I don't think about my team.
I miss them. #family #taylorU #taylorlacrosse
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@amanda_lynn34
The final fall #taylathon #tayloru

Katie Hiegel@ kathiegel
Hey TU:
“No activity can be properly
undertaken by a man who is busy
w/ many things—not eloquence,
& not the liberal arts” -Seneca
#tayloru
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“Mantel said. “We still need to speak
out on what is relevant and valuable
to us . . . not being afraid to just
be honest.”
The faces of ‘Clybourne Park’

Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1

‘Clybourne Park’

TheEchoNews.com

Building and tearing down
perspectives, old and new

September 29, 2017

Weaving together
two
stories
The connection

Review of Taylor theater’s
production of “Clybourne Park”

between “Raisin in the
Sun” and “Clybourne Park”
Darah Shepherd

Abigail Roberts
A&E Editor

Contributor

As fall blows in, students rush to and
from classes, the air grows crisp and
in rolls another line-up of outstanding Taylor theater productions.
Last night, in the first of its many
showings this weekend, “Clybourne
Park,” Pulitzer Prize-winning play by
Bruce Norris, premiered as the first
play of the 2017–2018 school year.
Sure to stir up conversations, this
play offers much more than entertainment. It goes beyond telling a story,
latching itself to audience members’
personal stories and pulling them
along for the ride.
Each of us have been culturally or
racially offended, some to greater degrees than others. Perhaps the greatest err, similar to the character Steve
played by senior Sean Sele, is not
knowing what being offended means
or how to honestly talk about these
issues of race and ethnicity.
“Within ‘Clybourne Park’ we (the
cast and crew) have created a space
where we can talk about differences
in a grace-filled and vulnerable way,”
said Tracy Manning, managing and
artistic director of theater.
“Theater (allows us to study) what it
means to be human in a fun, collaborative way where we see the power of
words becoming flesh,” Manning said.

Karl Lindner, played by senior Sean Sele, proposes a
solution to Russ, played by sophomore Steven Mantel.

In act two, the character Tom
Driscoll, played by senior Ty Kinter, perhaps states the story arc best: “While I
would love to sit here with you and review all of American history maybe we
could concentrate on . . . your property,”
(“Clybourne Park,” pg. 73).
While audience members cannot review all of American history in a two
hour sitting, by concentrating on the
familiar themes in the time periods
of 1959 and 2009, audience members
come one step closer to re-assessing
personal concepts of race.
In a hilarious yet painful banter over
the sale of a home in Clybourne Park,
two communities, one white and one
black, struggle though stereotypes, offenses and hurt, leaving the audience
wondering how far the world really has
progressed on the conversation of race.
“The thing is communities change,
that’s just the reality,” (“Clybourne Park”
pg. 70). In response, audience members
cannot help but ask themselves, “So as

Photograph by Abigail Roberts
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communities change, what change is
required in me?”
However, “Clybourne Park” isn’t just
a show about race.
“Look for the little things,” Kinter
said. “You (also) see (representations
of) people with disabilities, mental illnesses and various genders.”
So, from real Neapolitan ice cream,
the incorporation of sign language
and a set transformation that functions as much more than just an intermission, Taylor theater once again
delivers theatrical excellence.
It is evident that the cast and crew
have gone above and beyond putting
their heart and soul into honestly
communicating each detail of Bruce
Norris’ award-winning production.
With three more showings this
weekend, don’t miss this opportunity to sit down, unpack your beliefs
and step into a place unfamiliar yet
strangely familiar to us all.
echo@taylor.edu

“Clybourne Park,” a play by Bruce
Norris, was inspired by Lorraine
Hansberry’s play “A Raisin in the Sun”
and by events in his own life.
When he was young, Norris and
his family moved from one neighborhood to another simply so he would
not have to attend school with black
students. The weight of this reality
did not occur to Norris until he was
in the seventh grade and his teacher
had the class watch the film version
of “A Raisin in the Sun.” Humorously, Norris realized the only role he
would ever be able to play in Hansberry’s show was Karl Lindner.
In response, “Clybourne Park” became an expansion of Lindner’s character. Norris takes Lindner, who is
the leader of the white homeowners’ association from Hansberry’s
play, and inserts him into the home
of Russ and Bev, a middle-aged white
couple living in his neighborhood.
Russ and Bev are the sellers of
the house mentioned in “A Raisin
in the Sun,” a low-rise bungalow
in the Chicago suburbs and an allwhite neighborhood.
In “Raisin in the Sun”, Lindner approaches the Youngers, the play’s
main characters — a black family

Photograph by Abigail Roberts
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— attempting to purchase Russ and
Bev’s home back from them. In response to frustration from the allwhite neighborhood the Youngers are
moving into. At first, the family refuses Lindner’s offer, incredibly offended,
but after some considerable economic
hits, Walter Younger, Mama’s son, calls
Lindner back to agree to the deal.
The pivotal moment of “A Raisin
in the Sun” comes as Walter is faced
with the prospect of either financial gain or a bold step toward racial reconciliation.
In this pivotal moment, Mama,
the wise matriarch of the family,
asks Walter what legacy he wants
to leave for his son. This moment of
truth spurs him into making the decision: they reject, once and for all,
the offer from Lindner and decide to
move into the house.
This is the scene where we transition into “Clybourne Park.” Lindner
and the whole community he represents feels threatened.
In this moment of desperation,
Lindner goes to discuss the situation with Russ and Bev in an attempt
to convince them to take illegal action against the home-purchasers.
What unfolds is shocking, heartbreaking and insightful. Memories
from Russ and Bev’s past resurface,
and their house help, Francine, and
her husband, Albert, are pulled into
a conversation that was most “unexpected,” (“Clybourne Park”pg. 23).
echo@taylor.edu

Sophomore Steven Mantel as Russ and Dan

Senior Grace Foltz as Bev and Kathy

Sophomore Brielle Fowlkes as Francine and Lena

Sophomore Brandt Maina as Albert and Kevin

Russ: “The majority of the pain and the anguish in act one is centered around Russ. Although he may seem like the average Joe type of
white guy, he is struggling to work through his
grief of losing his son Kenneth.
Dan: “Dan is such a clown. Of all the characters I have ever played, he reminds me the
most of myself,” Mantel said. With his head in
the clouds and his feet in work boots, Dan provides much needed comedic relief.

Bev: “Bev is a 1950s white housewife who is trying to get both herself and her husband through the
grief of losing their son. Amidst her upper class lifestyle and relative ignorance of racial tension, she desires to seek out neighborly love, no matter the race.”
Kathy: “Kathy walks onto the stage, and you
know she means business. With the mannerisms
of a real estate agent and the sense of a lawyer, she
encapsulates those in our society who simply do
not care enough to engage in racial conversations.

Francine: “A product of the 1950s time period, Francine works as the “colored” help in Bev’s
home. Her ability to blossom is limited, held back
by her position in life. Yet this stands as a fact to
which she seems resigned.”
Lena: “An activist who cares and feels deeply
about her community, people and past, Lena
is proud of her blackness and wants people
to understand race and the issues that surround it.”

Albert: “He’s more of a kill-them-with-kindness kind of guy,” Maina said. In the face of oppression, Albert chooses compassion.
Kevin: Kevin is a little more complex than Albert. A loving and caring husband, he is his wife
Lena’s foil.
“He believes that building relationships is how
you get people to care about things,” Maina said.
“It is how you build change.”

The faces of
‘Clybourne
Park’
Photograph by Abigail Roberts
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The cast welcomes you to join them
for talk-back sessions after each show.

Senior Sarah Davis as Betsy and Lindsey

Senior Ty Kinter as Jim, Tom and Kenneth

Karl: A character carried over from “A Raisin
in the Sun,” Lindner, head of the white homeowners’ association, struggles with his own ideas of
race in an age that discouraged social discussion
among white circles.
Steve: Steve is a similar character to Karl, but
in a different social climate. However, in contrast
to Karl, Steve is not tied down to his biases and
is more driven to finding out about race.
“(In playing him) I have gained insight into my
psychology and others’, both black and white.”

Betsy: Betsy, Karl’s wife, is nine months pregnant, completely deaf and racially ignorant.
“It’s really interesting to play Betsy and then
Lindsey . . . how different a woman’s role was in
1959 compared to now,” Davis said.
Lindsey: Loud, straightforward and not deaf,
Lindsey, seven months pregnant, is an interesting contrast to Betsy.
“A lot of people in Taylor’s audience will connect to her,” Davis said. “There have definitely
been times where I’m like, ‘Oh wait, I’ve said that.’”

Jim: A clergyman, Jim is the youngest of the whole
cast. Energetic, caring, yet naive, he holds conservative
and timid views flecked with subtle nuances of racism.
Tom: Representing the interests of an African-American family: Kevin and Lena, Tom is
consumed in his job as a lawyer. He plays the
critical role of representing a silent minority.
Kenneth: Kinter also plays Kenneth, Russ and
Bev’s son and a veteran of the Korean War.
“Kenneth is so important to me,” Kinter said.
His illness is relevant to many on Taylor’s campus.

Incorporating ‘Clybourne Park’
into Christian thought
A Q&A with
professor Jeff Cramer
Rylie Harrison
Staff Writer

Jeff Cramer, associate professor of
computer science and engineering, is
just one of the many professors across
Taylor’s campus who are choosing to
incorporate discussion on “Clybourne
Park” into their classes.
Q: How do you plan to incorporate
the play into your classes?
A: For (my) . . . Foundations (of
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Senior Sean Sele as Karl and Steve

the Christian Liberal Arts) course,
we have included “Clybourne Park”
along with the film series as one of the
choices. So it’s not required for them
to go, but we’ve been trying to get
them to think about using it in place
of one of the films for the course.
This week, senior sem has the night
off — we’re not having class, and instead they’re supposed to go to the
play. (We have required it) because it’s
just too good to pass up.
And then the next week, we are
having a couple faculty come in, including (the director) Tracy Manning.

She’s coming to unpack with all the
seniors about what they heard, what
they learned and how it fits with the
liberal arts. So we’re really using it.
Q: What kinds of conversations are
you hoping to spark?
A: Any conversation where two people, or a group of people, are speaking
and listening is a good conversation.
(Especially) when it comes to issues
like this, race, poverty and so forth.
So I don’t have an exact goal for what
conversations I want to happen, I just
want conversations to happen. And
the more the better. So if this play can

drum up conversations in class and
outside class, it’s good for our campus.
Q: Why do you think these conversations are important for students to
be a part of?
A: Because . . . it’s the topic right now
that our country and world (are discussing). Why are (these conversations)
important? Because “Clybourne Park”
is a real scenario. You know? (Gentrification, wealth, race issues), the play
is based on historic and almost real
events. There’s just too much to talk
about . . . Even just the events of what’s
going on in the NFL — players taking
knees during the national anthem and
that conversation . . . They’re protesting
police brutality as they see police targeting African-American people.
echo@taylor.edu
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Jeff Cramer hopes to
inspire healthy conversations
within the Taylor community.

O
PINIONS
The world of ‘Clybourne Park’
“All of our trash — every single scrap — does
end up somewhere. That ‘somewhere’ just isn’t
here. If every lid and straw we used ended up in
our backyards, we might skip them more often.”
Reduce, reuse, throw away?

TheEchoNews.com
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An interview with
sophomore Brielle
Fowlkes on this
weekend’s production

have these difficult subjects brought
to their attention in a way that is
something comical — in a way that’s
a little hard to deal with in a serious
way, and sometimes in a sad way —
but they’re brought to their attenAndrew Hoff
tion, and therefore we’ve created this
space; a safe space.
Opinions Editor
“There’ll be, what, 200-some people
“‘Clybourne Park’ is a funny, witty, kind coming together, all experiencing the
of fast-paced play about a bunch of same things, so you have a sense of
really, really hard subjects,” said soph- community where people will laugh
omore Brielle Fowlkes. Fowlkes is at some parts and other people won’t,
acting in “Clybourne Park,” which pre- and vice versa. And some people will
miered last night in Mitchell Theatre find some things offensive in the play
and will be performed through Sun- and other won’t, and you know you’re
day. On Wednesday, I got to hear some in this together; you’re not in this alone.”
of her thoughts on the production.
What are your hopes for this
Why is “Clybourne Park” of such campus as we respond to “Clynecessity to this campus that nu- bourne Park”?
merous courses and groups are
requiring attendance? What’s in “One of my hopes is that we can crethere that everyone needs to see? ate, again, these spaces to have these
conversations normally, and to have
“I think something that is a real key for these conversations with each otheveryone to learn is that we all have er in a loving and graceful way, and
our own ignorances, and we all fall to not be afraid to be offended or to
short in some way, and a lot of times offend, to not be afraid to correct,
we don’t really know what our igno- to not be afraid to love and to show
rances are until they are called out in grace, but rather to say, ‘These are
front of our faces, big or small. And I things that need to be talked about,’
think especially with race issues, our and to realize that there is a hole in
ignorances in those areas aren’t al- our community when these things
ways so clear because we don’t nec- aren’t talked about.
essarily have those talks a whole lot . .
“I think something else that I would
. I think ‘Clybourne’ will really open up love for this campus to start doing
people’s eyes to their own ignorances, after this play, is just seeing . . . the
and they’ll be able to correct those or importance in educating yourself
even ask more questions.
on things that are so beyond you. A
“‘Clybourne’ opens up a space for a lot of our ignorances that we have
great number of people to come and are just because we don’t educate
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ourselves on things that are so important to other people. So then we
go into these conversations, and we
ask these ignorant questions, and the
other person is like, ‘You should know
this.’ And you go into that conversation with nothing to really intelligently give to that conversation because
you’re so ignorant on the subject. Not
saying that being ignorant is wrong,
but the part where it starts to become
troublesome is when you know you’re
ignorant, and then you just don’t do
anything to better yourself.”

What would you say to someone
coming into the theatre without
any idea what “Clybourne Park”
is about?
“(‘Clybourne Park’) encompasses so
many great themes and great topics
that we are so afraid to discuss. Probably throughout the entire show you
will feel uncomfortable. You’ll probably squirm in your seat a little bit at
parts, but it’s all for a purpose, because
it is meant to be like a mirror to you.
“It’ll have your attention all the time,
mainly because it’s funny and you want
to know what the next funny thing is
going to be. But, it also just says some
really cutting things when you don’t expect those cutting things to come, and
it’s shocking — it stops you for a moment, but all in a good way. And, I feel
like you will leave feeling healed . . . or
ready to discuss, ready to learn.”

Photograph by Hannah Bolds

“Clybourne Park” presents complex and heavy topics
in an accessible and beautiful way: by storytelling.

“I’m feeling very humbled and very
ready to have the show complete, because the show is never complete until the audience and the people are in
there feeding into our work. . . . I think
it’s going to be beautiful. The set is
amazing, the crew is amazing, Tracy
(Manning) — the director — is amazing, the cast is amazing; everything
is just coming together so smoothly.
“I’m really ready to see what God
does with the show, and how he propels it into a way that none of us can
think or imagine. I’m ready to laugh
What are some of your other sen- and to see what the audience thinks
timents about the play going into is funny. You know, we think some
this weekend?
things are funny, but what will the

audience find funny? . . . And I think
I’m really ready for the talkbacks, I’m
excited to see what kinds of questions
people will have.”
Is there anything else that you’d
like to add?
“Don’t be afraid to feel whatever you
feel during the play. You’ll have emotions that will come that you weren’t
expecting, and I think that it is important to explore those and to see what
(is at) the root . . . write them down, or
keep them in your mind so at the talkback we can just unleash all of those.”
echo@taylor.edu

The pick-a- Reduce, reuse, throw away?
date debate
Every meal at the
Campus Center wastes
loads of plastic and paper

Because let’s be
honest: pick-a-dates
can be ambiguous
Megan Alms
Contributor

Pick-a-dates. Are they dates? Are they
hangouts? They’re an age-old Taylor
tradition, yet still no one knows. Picka-dates are possibly the most ambiguous events that take place at Taylor,
and things can get awkward. Fast.
If you ask someone of a different
gender, that sends out all kinds of
signals. What if people on your floor
think you’re dating? Will your date
think you like them? Being asked on a
pick-a-date sparks similar questions.
Should you dress up, or is it casual?
If they didn’t ask you to
the Jumping Bean first,
is it really a date? And
if you ask someone of
the same gender, you
may feel self-conscious.
Will the people on your
floor think you’re incapable of finding a date?
I found myself in this
conundrum my freshman year. I didn’t understand what a “date”
exactly meant. Little
did I know, the upperclassmen didn’t have a
clue either. Some people said pick-a-dates are completely
platonic. Others refused to go with
anyone they were not seriously considering dating. And still others liked
the idea of pick-a-dates, but didn’t go
because their significant others at different colleges didn’t understand the
concept. Does anyone really understand pick-a-dates, even at Taylor?
That’s when I heard about a movement called “pick-a-pal.” Some students have started to prefer calling
their date a “pal” to make everything
a little less awkward. When you ask
a “pal,” it isn’t tacky if you choose a
chick-pick or a . . . different kind of
pick. If someone cute asks you to
hang out with their floor, you don’t
come back to the dorm that night
wondering where your relationship
now stands.

While pick-a-pal is a tempting option when you’re nervous to branch
out, it can also lead to many missed
opportunities. Pick-a-pal makes it
easy to simply ask your roommate
to hang out. This discourages Taylor’s beloved intentional community. So, I would recommend, if you’re
hosting your floor’s first “pick-a-pal,”
encourage everyone to ask someone
living elsewhere. Of course you can’t
force anyone to choose an “acceptable” date, but these events were designed to get to know new people.
When each person brings a new face
along, everyone benefits. Of course
you (probably) know your date/pal,
but the group setting connects all
sorts of people. If one person brings
a friend from their major, another
brings a friend from their club and
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another brings some guy that was
standing in line for a burger at the
Dining Commons, six people are
brought together who might never
have otherwise met. Each of these
people will have had a college experience within Taylor, and the new
friends can share their uniqueness
with each other.
Whether it’s a “pick-a-date” or a
“pick-a-pal,” what matters is that
we continue to encourage interactions throughout our entire community. No matter how many jokes we
make about it, intentional community is something to treasure at Taylor.
Let’s nurture our community so that
it may, to quote Jeff Cramer, “flourish.” And let’s start with one of Taylor’s
most awkward traditions.
echo@taylor.edu

Becca Robb
Contributor

In a remote island in Southeast Asia,
red flowers sprouted out of the soil
and vibrant green trees framed the
sky. But I sat on a dock surrounded
by trash. Layers of diapers, disposable
cups and plastic bags floated upon
the water, lapping against the dock
with every swelling wave.
Years ago, these islanders used banana leaves and grasses to package
their foods. When they finished eating, they’d just toss the wrappers into
the ocean to decompose. Today, they
rarely use banana leaves to package
food. They use plastic. And they’re
still tossing it into the water.
It’s easy to shake our heads at this
garbage problem across the world.
But we have the same problem here,
as close as our LaRita Boren Campus
Center. Every trip to the Campus Center yields several plastic and paper
packages that we inevitably end up
throwing in the trash just a few minutes after we finish eating. I propose
we change this, through three practical steps:
— The Campus Center should
create a “no drink” meal option
For several weeks, I didn’t get a fountain drink with my meal. But after
checking my Dining Dollars, I realized
I was actually paying extra for not completing my student meal with a drink.
I was paying extra for not using a cup.
The Campus Center should offer
an option to not get a drink. Sometimes I don’t need a drink. Sometimes
I’m just going back to my apartment,
where I have plenty of cups and an
unlimited supply of water. Instead of
charging students more to skip the

Photograph provided by Becca Robb

Pollution is as much of a problem on Taylor’s campus as it is in Southeast Asia.

drink, the Campus Center could allow
students to save cups, lids and straws
by giving us a “no drink” meal option.
— The Campus Center should
collect and compost its cups
Here’s the thing: Those clear cups
are not recyclable. Yes, they have happy little trees on them. Yes, they have
recycling symbols on the side. No, we
cannot recycle them.
Actually, our Campus Center cups
are “industrially compostable.” They
need to break down in a special
composting facility. But the Campus Center doesn’t send them to a
special facility, according to Dining Services Director Nate Haugh. If
the Campus Center had special collection bins just for these cups, we
could compost them. But whether
we throw them into recycling bins
or the trash, they’ll just end up in a
landfill. (These cups do have a slightly lower carbon footprint, which is a
bonus, but the eco-friendly packaging
is still misleading.)
— We should recycle what we can
Last year, I sorted through 18.2

pounds of English Hall’s garbage for
a research article. It was gruesome.
For hours, I ripped open bags of rancid trash in the English basement,
wondering what life choices led me
there and thinking of ways I could
burn my clothes without breaking
the fire code.
Among my findings: several plastic Chick-fil-A containers, a couple
shampoo bottles and countless plastic Starbucks cups. None of these
should have ended up in the trash.
Sometimes it isn’t clear what we
can or can’t recycle (I’m looking at
you, Campus Center straws). The best
tip is to check the bottom for a recycling symbol. If it has a recycling symbol, recycle it. If not, just don’t.
Thankfully, we have decent garbage
management practices in Indiana. Our
garbage doesn’t pile around us and float
around our homes while we sleep. But
all of our trash — every single scrap —
does end up somewhere. That “somewhere” just isn’t here. If every lid and
straw we used ended up in our backyards, we might skip them more often.
echo@taylor.edu
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“After dealing with some hardship over the
weekend, the team has recently found a focus
on discipline.”
Volleyball digging deep during most recent
losing streak
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Sophomore Spencer Crisp averaged 3.8 yards per carry on 29 attempts against Trinity International.

Football celebrates under fireworks
Trojans take down
Trinity International
33–19 to improve to 2–1
Blakelee Steeb
Staff Writer

The Taylor football team defeated
Trinity International 33–19 on Saturday at Turner Stadium. The victory
was then celebrated with fireworks afterwards as fans and players watched
the explosions.
Taylor’s football team is only a few
games into its season, but each player seems to demonstrate the degree
of resiliency that is required of a collegiate football player.
After losing at Butler University
two weeks ago, the Trojans sought
out a win as they returned home.
The victory could be attributed to
the way each player bounced back

from their shortcomings. These
shortcomings include the number
of penalties called against the Trojans — primarily offensive holding
and pass interference.
The 15 yard penalties can stifle
a drive and disrupt the flow of the
game. Regardless of the lost yardage
due to penalties, the team continued
to reach the first down they aimed for,
converting 10 out of 14 third downs.
Redshirt junior quarterback Everett
Pollard contributed to the offensive
success even amidst penalties. Pollard went 23–28 with a completion
percentage of 82 percent. He also
had 237 passing yards with 2 passing touchdowns.
Pollard also connected with senior
wide receiver Grant Hohlbein nine
times for 85 yards. Hohlbein’s longest
reception was 22 yards and he also
caught one touchdown.
Resiliency is significant in football,

but alone it is not enough. Resiliency paired with trust in one another
is what has made the team successful thus far, something that head
coach Ron Korfmacher stresses.
“Offensively, we didn’t start as fast
as we would have liked, but we were
resilient through the third quarter,”
Pollard said. “I’m always encouraged
by how tough and trustworthy our
receivers and offensive line are. We
had some different looks on defense
and adapted.”
The first half of the game didn’t go
as well as the team desired, as they
lacked the energy usually brought by
the Trojans.
According to sophomore Jackson
Bronkema, the lack of energy may
have been due to the irregular heat
for late September, causing the team
to be more tired than usual. Regardless of these circumstances, the Trojans knew they needed to overcome

it if they wanted to win and exhibit
their resiliency once again.
The game didn’t start slow for everyone, however. Senior Dovi Gamble blocked his 14th career punt and
took his seventh interception in for
a touchdown, putting the Trojans
ahead in the first quarter.
In addition, Gamble was recognized by the Mid-States Football
Association (MSFA) as the Mideast
League Special Teams Player of
the Week.
The team has been successful thus
far, but Korfmacher wants his team
to be focusing on the next game and
this week’s preparation for their
next opponent.
The Trojans will play at St. Xavier for the first time in five years tomorrow at 2 p.m. This will be Taylor’s
last game before they start conference play.
echo@taylor.edu
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Volleyball digging deep during most recent losing streak
Despite three
game losing streak,
Trojans stay determined
Lauren Taylor
Staff Writer

The Trojans are fighting hard through
this season. Taylor is currently fourth
in the conference with a record of 12–
7. Despite the adversity they’ve met,
the team has focused on discipline
and has attained success.
Last week, the team earned a fourgame winning streak, with victories
over Bethel College, University of
Saint Francis, Spring Arbor University and Indiana University East.
Sophomore Callie Drage shared
that she felt they were really beginning to gel as a team, playing more
fluidly than they had in the past.
“We knew what we needed to do,
and we got it done,” Drage said.
Junior Addy Bailey says the team is
taking the season one game at a time,
focusing on where they’re rooted. She
feels that having a strong foundation
in Christ and giving Him all the glory
is what leads to their success.
After dealing with some hardship
over the weekend, the team has recently found a focus on discipline. Instead of getting down about the hard
losses, the team chooses to view them
as opportunities to grow and reveal
where they need improvement.
This Wednesday, the Trojans met
their rival, Indiana Wesleyan, yet
again. They attained victory against
Indiana Wesleyan at their last meeting, so the team went into this game
with confidence and determination.

Each player was very intentional going into this game, watching film and
constantly keeping game day in mind.

“We knew what
we needed to
do, and we got it
done,” Drage said.

The Trojans fought a hard battle but
fell short, losing in three games. They
came out strong, bringing the first
game to 25–27. The team had many
great hits and blocks and showed incredible teamwork throughout the
match. However, their efforts did not
bring them a victory.
Bailey and senior Becca Gerig lead
the team in kills against Indiana Wesleyan. Bailey attained nine kills while
Gerig had six kills. Despite Bailey and
Gerig’s efforts, Taylor still lost to Indiana Wesleyan in the kill category. The
Trojans ending with 27 while the Wildcats ended with 44.
As they proceed through the season, the Trojans keep the goal of making it to nationals engraved in their
minds. Bailey says that they focus on
one game at a time, working on their
self-discipline and improving daily to
get there. She says it’s important to enjoy the process, not just the end goal.
This weekend, the Trojans will be
traveling to compete in the Olivet
Nazarene Tournament. They will be
playing against various out-of-conference teams, including nationally
ranked teams.
The Trojans will take on Saint Francis this afternoon at 3 p.m. After that
they will play Saint Thomas at 7 p.m.
echo@taylor.edu

Who was awarded with the Crossroads
League Men’s Tennis Player of the Week?
A. Jacob Scott B. Hunter Jewett C. Christen Jacqottet
Check back next week for the answer! Last weeks answer: B

Sophomore Callie Drage and senior Rachel Bouma combined for 5 block assists.

Athlete of the Week
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Dovi Gamble

Dovi Gamble
Photograph by Brad Timmerman

Year

Senior

Position

Defensive Back

Hometown

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

If you could play
another sport

Soccer

Funniest teammate

Matt Nguyen

Favorite pump up song

“Forever” — Drake

